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Knowledge-Based Engineering



Knowledge Expert Recap Exercises



Student Notes:



You will practice creating and using Expert Rules and Expert Checks through two recap exercises:
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Connector Recap Exercise LBlock Recap Exercise
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Knowledge-Based Engineering



Connector



Student Notes:



Recap Exercise Presentation 40 min



In this exercise, you will practice:
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Creating an expert rule Creating an expert check Solving a rule base Generating a report on expert checks Storing the rule base in a new catalog Instantiating a rule base on a new design
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Knowledge-Based Engineering



Design Intent: Connector



Student Notes:



In the context of a part representing a connector: Create an expert rule on the shell thickness in a new set and solve it Copyright DASSAULT SYSTEMES



Create an expert check on the constant edgefillets’ radius Make a report on the check state Store the rule base in a catalog and reuse it in a new context
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Knowledge-Based Engineering Student Notes:



Design Process: Connector



Step 1: Create an expert rule and solve the rule base



Step 2: Create an expert check and solve the rule base
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Step 3: Generate a check report



Step 4: Store the rule base in a catalog and reuse it
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Knowledge-Based Engineering



Connector



Student Notes:



Step 1 - Create an Expert Rule and Solve the Rule Base 10 min



In this step you will:
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Create a new rule set Create a new expert rule Solve the rule base
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Knowledge-Based Engineering



Create an Expert Rule and Solve the Rule Base



Student Notes:



Open: “Connector_Start.CATPart” Check the parameters’ values of “Shell.1” feature in “PartBody”.



2.



Open the Knowledge Expert Workbench and create a new expert rule set called “RuleSet_On_Shells”.



3.



Create a new Expert Rule called “KWERule_Shell_Thickness_0.9”. This rule will apply to all the features of type Shell and will set their inside thickness to 0.9mm and their outside thickness to 0mm. Use the Object Browser to edit this rule.



4.



Run a Complete Manual Solve on the rule base and check that “Shell.1” parameters’ values have changed.
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Knowledge-Based Engineering



Connector



Student Notes:



Step 2 - Create an Expert Check and Solve the Rule Base 10 min



In this step you will:
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Create a new rule set Create a new expert check Solve the rule base
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Knowledge-Based Engineering



Create an Expert Check and Solve the Rule Base Create a new rule set called “RuleSet_On_EdgeFillets”.



2.



Create a new Expert Check called “KWECheck_ConstantEdgeFillets_1mm”. This check will apply to all the constant EdgeFillets features. It will verify that their radius is equal to 1mm and that they are Active.



3.



You can also type a Help Message in the Report tab.



4.



Run a Complete Manual Solve on the rule base and select the Highlight Failed Components command. Notice that two fillet features do not respect the Expert Check.
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Connector



Student Notes:



Step 3 - Generate a Check Report 5 min



In this step you will:
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Modify the rule base Settings Generate a check report
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Generate a Check Report Modify the rule base settings (accessible from its contextual menu): select an output directory for the report files and set visualization type to « Both » if needed.



2.



Select the Check Analysis Toolbox icon and generate the check report.



3.



If the report does not open automatically, open the file “main.html” located in the output directory with an Internet Browser.
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Connector



Student Notes:



Step 4 - Store the Rule Base in a Catalog and Reuse it 15 min



In this step you will:
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Create a new Catalog document Store the rule base in this catalog Reuse the rule base in another design
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Store the Rule Base in a Catalog and Reuse It Save your Connector part and create a new Catalog document.



2.



In a new family, store the rule base containing the rule and the check in this new catalog. Save it as “Rule_Base_Catalog.catalog”.



3.



Close all the documents and open “CATKWE_New_Connector.CATPart”.



4.



Import the rule base you have just stored in the catalog, solve it and analyze the results.
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LBlock Correction



Student Notes:



Recap Exercise Presentation 30 min



In this exercise, you will learn how to:
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Define and apply a check correction function Define a help message Insert a rule base from another document Generate a report on expert checks
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Knowledge-Based Engineering



Design Intent: LBlock Correction



Student Notes:



In the context of a part representing an Lblock with three holes : Edit a set of expert rules and checks using the correction functions and help messages Copyright DASSAULT SYSTEMES



Solve it Find and correct the failed components In the context of a part representing an Lblock with two holes : Import an external rule base (defined in a product document) Solve it and make a report to check the compliance of the part to standards
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Design Process: LBlock Correction



Step 1: Define an expert check and a corrrection function



Step 2: Solve the rule base
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Step 3: Launch the correction function



Step 4: Import the rule base in another design and solve it
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LBlock Correction



Student Notes:



Step 1 - Define a Correction Function 10 min



In this step you will:
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Create an expert check Define a correction function
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Do It Yourself



Student Notes:



Load the CATIA document “Lblock.CATPart »



1.



Create a new expert check named «Diameter_Check» in the rule set « Hole_Checks» and defined by the following condition for each hole : diameter = 10 mm.



2.



In this check, create a User Function correction function :
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H.Diameter=10mm



•



Define the following correction comment: “ Hole diameter changed” (Go to “VB Script”).



•



Define the following help message: “ Diameter value of some holes must be changed ”



•



Hide the formulas in the specification tree.
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LBlock Correction



Student Notes:



Step 2 - Solve the Rule Base 5 min



In this step you will:
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Solve a rule base Highlight the failed features
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Knowledge-Based Engineering



Do It Yourself Solve the rule base created in the previous step.



2.



Use the Highlight failed components command to highlight the holes that have failed the check.
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1.



Student Notes:
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LBlock Correction



Student Notes:



Step 3 - Correct Failed Features 5 min



In this step you will:
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Generate a check report Apply the correction function to the failed features
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Knowledge-Based Engineering



Do It Yourself



Generate a check report and analyze the results.



2.



Launch the correction function.



3.



Generate a new check report and notice that all the holes are now compliant with the check condition.
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Student Notes:
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LBlock Correction



Student Notes:



Step 4 – Reuse the Rule Base 10 min



In this step you will:
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Import the rule base in another design
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Knowledge-Based Engineering



Do It Yourself



Student Notes:



Load the CATIA document “Plate.CATPart “



Import the rule base defined in the last step.



2.



Solve the rule base.



3.



Generate the check report.



4.



Launch the correction function.



5.



Generate the report again.
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Product Engineering Optimizer Exercises



Student Notes:



You will practice the concepts learned throughout the course by building the following exercises.
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Strap Tension Optimization Exercise Bottle Exercise Beam Mass Optimization Exercise Hanger Exercise Fastner Exercise Surfacic Structure Exercise 1D Beam Exercise Design of Experiments Exercise
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Master Exercise



Student Notes:



Strap Tension Optimization



1,5 hrs



Copyright DASSAULT SYSTEMES



In this exercise, you will optimize the tension in a strap and save the results of the optimization iterations. You will then include this optimization feature in a PowerCopy, for a later reuse in any gear assembly objectives and of the skills needed to complete it.
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Design Intent: Strap Tension Optimization Givens: The aim is to adapt a strap on a pre-existing assembly containing three wheels and a wheel adjuster. The strap has to be chosen from the pre-defined lengths. The position of the wheel adjuster will allow you to get a specific tension in the strap. Wheel Adjuster
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Goal: Optimize the tension in the strap to a target value by modifying the position of the wheel adjuster.
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Strap
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Design Process: Strap Tension Optimization 1



Define and run the optimization



2



3



Analyse the results



Create the strap geometry and the optimization PowerCopy



Instantiate the PowerCopy on an assembly
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Strap Tension Optimization



Student Notes:



Step 1: Define and Run the Optimization 30 min
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In this step, you will define the strap tension optimization and run it in the PEO workbench.
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Define and Run the Optimization (1/3)



Student Notes:



Open Strap.CATPart



Define the optimization in the Problem tab. Select the Optimized parameter Select TENSION as the Optimized parameter.
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Choose the optimization type Choose the Target value type of optimization with 1000N as the target value for the optimized parameter. Edit the list of Free Parameters Select x_adjuster as the free parameter Specify the range from 1mm to 200mm with the step of 0.5mm for x_adjuster Select y_adjuster as the free parameter Specify the range from 140mm to 280mm with the step of 0.5mm for y_adjuster
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Define and Run the Optimization (2/3)



Student Notes:



Define the constraints in the Constraints tab. Create and define the first constraint TENSION > 0N in the Constraints editor Window. Rename it to ”No sag” Set the weight of this constraint to 20 This constraint ensures that there is no sag in the Strap so that the strap winds around the wheels.



Create and Define the second constraint as: (x_adjuster-80mm)**2+(y_adjuster-200mm)**2 - 60mm2 Knowledge Templates > Save in catalogue.
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In the ‘Catalog save’ dialog box, click the button as shown above. In the ‘Save As Dialog Box’, browse for the same folder where the Strap.CATPart is located, type a new name and click ‘Save’.



In the ‘Catalog save’ dialog box, click OK to save the catalog.
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Strap Tension Optimization



Student Notes:



Step 4: Instantiate the Strap PowerCopy into an Assembly 30 min
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In this step, you will instantiate the Strap PowerCopy into a 3-wheel assembly.
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Settings



Student Notes:
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Check that in Tools/Options menu, Infrastructure/Part Infrastructure settings, General tab, and External References field, only the Keep link with selected object option is activated, and no other option is selected.
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Instantiate the Strap PowerCopy into an Assembly (1/3)



Student Notes:



Open: Wheel_Assembly_start.CATProduct



Instantiate from the catalog have just created.



the PowerCopy you



Copyright DASSAULT SYSTEMES



For the inputs: Click on the “Use identical name” button to valuate the “xy plane” input. Select as Axis1 the published element “Axis 1” of Wheel_T10_45 part. Select as Axis2 the published element “Axis 2” of Wheel_T10_60 part. Select as Axis3 the published element “Axis 3” of Wheel_T10_42 part. Select the published element “Ref Plane” of Wheel_ T10_60 part as the “Reference Plane” input.
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Instantiate the Strap PowerCopy into an Assembly (2/3)



Student Notes:



Copyright DASSAULT SYSTEMES



Click the Parameters button. In the Parameters panel modify the values of the published radii. Edit the formula for Radius1 value: `Part > External Parameters > DIAMETRE_EXT`/2 using the parameter DIAMETRE_EXT of Wheel_T10_45 part. Edit the formula for Radius2 value: `External Parameters\DIAMETRE_EXT.1`/2 using the parameter DIAMETRE_EXT.1 of Wheel_T10_60 part. Edit the formula for Radius3 value: `Part > External Parameters > DIAMETRE_EXT.2`/2 using the parameter DIAMETRE_EXT.2 of Wheel_T10_42 part. Modify the value of Strap Width parameter to 60mm. Click OK to finish the instantiation. A panel (coming from Strap_ standards _ warning check) appears with the message saying that the strap is too short. Rename the new created part as “Strap Instanciated”.
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Instantiate the Strap PowerCopy into an Assembly (3/3)



Student Notes:



Select the configuration N°10 in the “Standard_Straps” Design Table. This configuration gives a strap’s length which is greater than the minimum required for the wheel’s configuration. The Check light turns now to green. Create Assembly constraints. Go to the root assembly level then to the Assembly Design workbench. Create a coincidence constraint between the wheel adjuster axis and the axis of the strap.
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Run the optimization in the assembly context. Activate the Strap Instanciated part Open the optimization node under the Relations/Optimizations node Run the optimization Once the optimized value is obtained (see current best value ), activate the Wheel_ Assembly product Update the Assembly
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Bottle Exercise



Student Notes:



Volume Optimization: Bottle 30 min
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In this exercise, you will formulate and solve an optimization problem to obtain a specific value of the volume for a bottle.
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Do It Yourself (1/5)



Student Notes:



Copyright DASSAULT SYSTEMES



In this step, you will make the necessary settings required to start the exercise. In Tools > Options > General > Parameters and Measure, for ‘Volume’ select ‘cm3’ (cubic Centimeters) as the unit.
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Do It Yourself (1/5)



Student Notes:



Copyright DASSAULT SYSTEMES



In this step, you will understand the optimization problem. The bottle shown in the image is to be filled with liquid to the marked level. The height of the bottle is to be modified to obtain a target value of 150 cm3 for the liquid volume.



The value of the parameter ‘Liquid_Volume’ is obtained by using the “volume” function of knowledgeware on the extracted inner faces of the bottle (after joining them).
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Knowledge-Based Engineering



Do It Yourself (2/5)



Student Notes:



Part used: Volume_Opt_Bottle.CATProduct In this step, you will formulate and run the optimization problem. Click the ‘Optimization’ tool.



Select the ‘Optimization type’ as ‘Target value’. Select the ‘Liquid_Volume’ as the parameter to be optimized and keep the target value = 150cm3.
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Click the ‘Edit List’ button and select ‘Height’ as the free parameter. Click the ‘Edit ranges and step’ button and edit the range of ‘Height’ as ‘Inf.Range’ = 90mm and ‘Sup.Range’ = 110mm. Select the Algorithm type as ‘Simulated Annealing Algorithm’ and enter the ‘Termination criteria’ values as 200: 20: 10 as shown. Select the ‘Save optimization data’ option and run the optimization by clicking the ‘Run optimization’ button.
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Do It Yourself (3/5)



Student Notes:



In this step, you will analyze the results. Click the ‘Computations results’ tab. Here you can note the iteration for the best value for the ‘Liquid_Volume’ parameter.
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Click the ‘Select parameters’ button in the ‘Computations results’ tab and select all the available parameters for a graphical display.



Click the ‘Show curves’ button in the ‘Computations results’ tab.
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Knowledge-Based Engineering Student Notes:



Do It Yourself (4/5) From the graphical results also you can note how the value of ‘Height’ converged to obtain the ‘Liquid_Volume’ equal to 150cm3.
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The graph that you obtain may vary slightly.
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Do It Yourself (5/5)



Student Notes:



To apply the best value of ‘Height’ for the target Liquid_Volume, select the best result in the ‘Computations results’ tab and click the ‘Apply values to parameters’ button. The best value may not be obtained exactly at the same number of iteration as shown here, and may vary.
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The value of ‘Height’ and also that of target ‘Liquid_Volume’ will be updated in the specification tree and the model will updated with the modified ‘Height’.



The optimized value of Height and Liquid_Volume may not be exactly the same as shown here, and may vary.
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Beam Mass Optimization Exercise



Student Notes:



30 min



Copyright DASSAULT SYSTEMES



In this exercise, you will learn how to achieve this scenario using the Product Engineering Optimizer and the Generative Structural Analysis products.
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Beam Mass Optimization



Student Notes:



Step 1: Define and Run the optimization 25 min
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In this step of the exercise, you will first define the optimization parameters and then run it to find the best geometry for the beam.
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Define and Run the Optimization (1/4) Load: Beam_analysis.CATAnalysis



Copyright DASSAULT SYSTEMES



Optimization objective. The goal is to minimize the mass of a loaded beam respecting the criteria resistance of aluminum. Clamp on one face Distributed force on opposite face (F= (100, 0, -100) N Parabolic elements The free parameters for this optimization will be the width and the thickness of the beam. The optimization constraint will be the aluminum yield strength value (9.5e7N_m2). The maximum Von Mises stress have to remain under this value to guarantee that the beam is not out of its elasticity area.
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Initial Beam parameters: Thickness=7mm Width=35mm Material=Aluminum Mass=0.065kg Max. Von Mises Stress=7.73e7N_m2
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Define and Run the Optimization (2/4)



Student Notes:



Create the Mass Parameter. Using the Tools/Options command check the Show parameters box in the Analysis and Simulation chapter, General tab. In the CATAnalysis document, create a new parameter of type Mass called the Beam_Mass. Add the formula: Beam_ Mass=`Aluminum \ Aluminum 1.1\SAMDensity` *smartVolume(Part1/PartBody ) (selecting the node PartBody under Links Manager.1 node)
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You cannot Copy-Paste the previous formula, you have to select parameters from the dictionary.



Define the free parameters. Switch to the Product Engineering Optimizer workbench and open the Optimization panel. Select the Beam_Mass as the parameter to minimize. Select two free parameters: Part1\Prism_Thickness Part1 \Prism_Width
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Define and Run the Optimization (3/4)



Student Notes:



Copyright DASSAULT SYSTEMES



Add Ranges. Add the following ranges: Prism_Thickness: i. Inf. Range: 4mm ii. Sup. Range: 7.1mm Prism_Width: i. Inf. Range: 20mm ii. Sup. Range: 35.1mm And the step = 0.2mm for both the parameters. Define the optimization constraint. In the Constraints tab, add the following constraint named « Elasticity » Misesmax(‘Finite Element Model\Static Case Solution.1’)Thickness as the Free parameter Specify the range from 0.5mm to 10mm Select the Simulated Anealing algorithm. Choose among the Fast/Slow/Medium options for the convergence speed according to the quality of the result you want to get (Slow option will give the best result but will take more time). Specify the Terminating Criteria. Key in a value for the Maximum number of updates (for example 200). Check the Consecutive updates without improvement option and key in a value (for example 20). Check the Maximum time (minutes) and key in a value (for example 20). Check the ‘Save optimization data’.
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Define and Run the Optimization (2/2)



Student Notes:



Define the constraints in the Constraints tab. Define constraint as `Finite Element Model.1\Von Mises Stress.1\Von Mises Stress` < 9e7N_m2 Let weight of this constraint to 1
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Notice that constraint is not satisfied Max Von Mises stress is above material capacity



Run Optimization. Do not forget to check the ‘Save Optimization data’ before computing
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Shape Optimization Fastener



Student Notes:



Step 3: Analyze Results 10 min
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In this step of the exercise, you will analyze the results of the optimization executed in the previous step.
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Analyze Results (1/2)



Student Notes:



Copyright DASSAULT SYSTEMES



Analyze the results of optimization in the Computation Results Tab. Curve results Switch on ‘Select displayed parameters’ Select ‘Best, ‘Eclisse/thickness’, ‘Eclisse/radius value’ parameters, Eclisse/Fastener mass, and/ Distance to satisfaction parameters Close window Switch on ‘Show Curves’ Select ‘Best, ‘Eclisse/thickness’ and ‘Eclisse/ radius value’ parameters Close window
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Analyze Results (2/2)



Student Notes:



Switch on ‘Show Curves’. The best value did not change for 20 iterations, so according to our input parameters, optimization was run successfully. Select the radius value or the thickness value to analyze on the graph the evolution of each parameter. Analyze the mass value for the best solution found • Radius: from 200 mm to 199.84 mm • Thickness: from 1 mm to 2.32 mm • Von Mises constraint respected (distance to satisfaction = 0) • Mass: from 0.011 kg, mass value is now equal to 0.025 kg. Minimizing the mass may lead to mass increase while strengthening it to reduce Von Mises
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We have to impose the thickness of the shape (nearest value in a steel supplier). Modify the value of the thickness opening pad1 in the partbody. New Thickness = 2.4 mm



The optimum values may vary depending upon the system configurations and settings.
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Shape Optimization Fastener



Student Notes:



Step 4: Define and Run the 2nd Optimization 10 min
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In this step of the exercise, you will just run the optimization deleting one free parameter that we have imposed.
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Define and Run the Optimization



Student Notes:



Define the Free Parameters. Edit the optimization in the tree Deselect on the free parameters list: Eclisse\Thickness Define the following termination criteria: Maximum number of updates: 200 Consecutive updates without improvements: 20 Maximum time (minutes): 20
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Run the optimization.
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Shape Optimization Fastener



Student Notes:



Step 5: Analyze Results 10 min
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In this step of the exercise, you will analyze the results of the optimization executed in the previous step.
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Analyse the Results



Student Notes:



At the end of the 2nd optimization, the final values should be around: Mass = 0.024kg Thickness = 2.4mm Radius = 111.99mm Maximum Von Mises = 8.96 e7 N_m2 The computed Von Mises stress is 8.96 e7 N_m2 which is very good comparing to the objective of 9 e7 N_m2. The Shape is completely defined.
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The optimum values may vary depending upon the system configurations and settings.
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Surfacic Structure Exercise



Student Notes:



Structural Optimization: Surfacic Structure 20 min
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In this step, you will use PEO in order to optimize a part that is going to respect a controlled deformation.
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Structural Optimization: Surfacic Structure



Student Notes:



Step 1: Understanding Problem Objectives



5 min



This example aims at providing a geometry that respects geometrical constraints, maximum deformation, as well as material failure criteria.
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Without intending to become a Finite Element expert, it is however necessary to understand the Analysis input data and results before running and analyzing optimization.
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Understanding Data (1/2) Load: PEO_Struct_Shell.CATAnalysis



Understand the case study. The studied system is a shape. This shape is defined by the following parameters: Shell thickness 1 Shell thickness 2 Shell thickness 3 A load F is applied on an edge 2 edges of the structure are clamped



Initial Shape parameters: Thickness 1=1mm Thickness 2=2mm
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Thickness 3=3mm
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Mass=0.21kg Translational displacement magnitude =83,8mm
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Understanding Data (2/2)



Student Notes:



Let us focus on the Displacement Values. An analysis displacement local sensor is created. In a few words, this sensor is going to provide us with the displacement values of the local selected geometry and the top horizontal beam in our example. ‘Double precision real’ value type is recommended. Component C3 means we only are interested in the Z direction displacement value. Displacement local sensor value: around 83,6 mm.
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Part need to be strengthen.
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Structural Optimization: Surfacic Structure



Student Notes:



Step 2: Define and Run the Optimization 10 min
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In this step of the exercise, you will first define the optimization parameters and then run it to find the best geometry for the surface minimizing the mass.
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Define and Run the Optimization (1/2)



Student Notes:



Define optimization in the Problem tab. Select the Optimized parameter Select Finite Element Model.1\Mass\Mass as Optimized Parameter Choose the optimization type Choose Target value: minimum for optimized parameter Edit the list of free parameters Select all the Shell thickness of 2D properties as the free parameter. Specify for all the free parameters the range from 0,5 mm to 50 mm. Specify for all the free parameters the step= 0.2 mm.
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Check the ‘Save optimization data’.
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Define and Run the Optimization (2/2)



Student Notes:



Define the Optimization Constraint. In the Constraints tab, add the following constraint : Displacement Vector.1 < 10 mm
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Specify the Algorithm. Select Algorithm for Constraints and derivatives Providers. Define the following termination criteria: Maximum number of updates: 200 Consecutive updates without improvements: 20 Maximum time (minutes): 30 Run the Optimization. Check the Save optimization data option Check the Without geometric update option for faster computation Run the optimization and give a path for the output Excel file
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Structural Optimization: Surfacic Structure Step 3: Analyse the Results



Student Notes:
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5 min
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Analyse the Result



Student Notes:



At the end of the optimization, the final values should be around: Mass=0,342kg Shell thickness 1 = 0.5mm Shell thickness 2 = 6,15mm Shell thickness 3 = 5,33mm Displacement Vector = -99mm The computed Displacement Vector is 10mm which is our goal (10mm).
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The exact optimization result may vary depending on the system configuration and settings.
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1 D Beam Exercise



Student Notes:



Structural Optimization: 1D Beam, Child’s Swing



25 min
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In this step, you will use PEO in order to optimize a part that is going to respect the controlled deformation as well as the material non-failure criteria.
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Structural optimization: 1D Beam, Child’s Swing



Student Notes:



Step 1: Understanding Problem Objectives



5 min
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In this step, you will understand the analysis input data and the results before running and analyzing optimization.
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Understanding Data



Student Notes:



Load: PEO_Struct_Beams_Kids.CATAnalysis
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Understand the case study. This wireframe part is meshed and analyzed using beam elements The part is fixed at each of its four legs A load is applied to the horizontal top beam to simulate the weight of some kids playing with their potential heavier parents A parameter was created to have maximum von mises value The part is strongly bending
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Structural Optimization: 1D Beam, Child’s Swing



Student Notes:



Step 2: Define and Run the Optimization



15 min
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In this step of the exercise, you will define the child’s swing optimization and run it in PEO workbench.
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Define and Run the Optimization (1/2)



Student Notes:



Define Optimization in the Problem tab. Select the Optimized parameter Select the sensor called Mass in the static case as Optimized parameter. Choose the optimization type as ‘Minimization’ Edit the list of Free parameters Select SamrRadius Ext of 1D Property.1 as the free parameter. Specify the range from 4mm to 40mm. Select SamrRadius Ext of 1D Property.3 as the free parameter. Specify the range from 4mm to 30mm. Select the Constraints & Derivatives Providers algorithm. Specify the Terminating Criteria Key in a value for the Maximum number of updates (for example 200). Check the Consecutive updates without improvement option and key in a value (for example 20). Check the Maximum time (minutes) and key in a value (for example 5).
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Define and Run the Optimization (2/2)



Student Notes:
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Define the constraint in the Constraints tab: Define constraint as Displacement Magnitude sensor for Optimization (mm) < 5mm. Notice that the constraint is not satisfied Displacement magnitude is above the goal.



In the Problem tab, specify the algorithm: Select ‘Local Algorithm for Constraints and Priorities. Define the following termination criteria: Maximum number of updates: 200 Consecutive updates without improvements: 40 Maximum time (minutes): 30 Run the optimization: Check the Save optimization data option Check the Without geometric update option for faster computation Run the optimization and give a path for the output Excel file.
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Structural Optimization: 1D Beam, Child’s Swing



Student Notes:



Step 3: Analyse the Results
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5 min
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Analyze Results (1/2)



Student Notes:
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Analyze the results of optimization in the Computation results tab. Curve results Switch on ‘Select displayed parameters’ Select all the Available Parameters Close the window Switch on ‘show curves’ Select each curves one by one Close the window
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Analyze Results (2/2)



Student Notes:
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Switch on ‘Show Curves’. Maximum time has been reached so optimization has stopped the process. Analyze the mass value for the best solution found Radius Beam Property 1: from 23 mm to 39,8 mm Radius Beam Property 2: from 15 mm to 23 mm Max displacement constraint respected with a precision of 10-6m Mass: from 28,34 kg, mass value is now equal to 49,5 kg. In this example, minimizing mass leads to increasing it …. because part has been stiffened



Note that the exact optimization results can be different depending upon the system configurations.
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Exercise



30 min



In this step, you will use the Design Of Experiments tool to analyze the relations between some geometric and material parameters of a loaded beam and the resulting sweep.



Width Length



Beam



Sweep
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Young Modulus



???
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Define the Input and Output Factors (1/2)



Student Notes:
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Load:IBeam_start.CATPart



Understand the case study: The studied system is a « H » section beam. This beam is defined by the following parameters: Length Width Height Hthick Vthick I: Inertia moment E: Young Modulus A load F is uniformly applied on the beam, which lens on two supports at both the extremities. The resulting maximum sweep of the beam is computed with the formula: Sweep=(F * Length3)/(384 * E * I)
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Define the Input and Output Factors (2/2)



Student Notes:
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Define the Input Factors: Start the Design of Experiments tool Select Width, Length, and E as the input parameters. Add the ranges and number of levels: Width: Inf. Range=200mm, Sup. Range=500mm, Nb of Levels=5 Length: Inf. Range=500mm, Sup. Range=2000mm, Nb of Levels=6 E: Inf. Range=7e+10N_m2 (aluminium), Sup. Range=2e+11N_m2 (steel), Nb of Levels=8 Define the output factor. Select Sweep as the output parameter.
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Analyze the Results



Student Notes:



Run the Experiments Tool: Click the Run DOE button to launch analysis and give a name to the output Excel file. Analyze the results: In the Results tab is displayed the value of the Sweep parameter for each of the 240 (8*5*6) configurations.
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In the Generated Curves field, select one type of curve. The graphic analysis allows to better understand the interactions between the parameters and identify which parameter is the most influential.
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Make a Prediction



Student Notes:



In the Prediction tab, enter the following values: Width=220mm Length=1390mm E=2e+11N_m2 Click the Run Prediction button to get the corresponding value of the Sweep parameter.
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Note that the exact prediction results may vary depending on the system configuration and settings.
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